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The City 
And this is a city 
In name but in deed 
It is a pack of people 
That seek after meed (profit) . 
For officers and all 
Do seek their own gain 
But for the wealth of the eommons 
Not one taketh pain. 
And hell without order 
I may it well c all 
Where every man is for himself 
And no man for all. 
Robert Crowley 
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Preface 
liThe rise of urban civilization and the 
collapse of tradi�ional religion are the 
two main hallmarks of our era and are 
closely related movements. II I 
It is a peculiar set of circumstances when the founder of an 
institution is ultimately maimed or destroyed by that very institution . 
Yet this is the difficult situation the urban church finds itself in 
today. Now, more than ever before, due to the centrality and immensity 
of the city, the church has the potential to reach the masses. And 
yet, it seems like the masses were never farther removed. Through 
neglect and the lack of positive action the church may sink into the 
well-known urban anonymity, or it may rise to the occa�sion and 
make its Saviour a relevant and qynamic force in the lives of people. 
It is the purpose of this study to explore some of the numerous 
facets of the church in the city and more especially the inner� city . 
Trite, though it may be, it should be stated that it would be utterly 
impossible to cover every aspect of this problem. Instead, the author 
wishes only to touch on a few chosen subjects in hopes that this 
will spark interested readers to further investigation. The magnitude 
of the problem is immense and could not possibly be covered in oue 
paper, or in one volume. 
At the outset of this investigation, no thought was given to an� 
possible solution to the problem. Yet as data and opinions were gathered 
and accumulated, an idea developed. This idea is presented in its 
embr';;yonic state later in the paper. It should be understood that 
"-" 
not in any way is this a definitive suggestion for the church. Rather 
2 
it is only one mode of thinking which may be carried further by others. 
Before starting the paper, allow me to extend a word of gratitude 
to Dr. Paul Miller, Dr. Max Pape, Dr. Richard stegner and Dr. Jerry 
stone for their help and encouragement. Also, allow me to thank my room-
mate Roy Hawkins for giving me many hours of soli tude and quiet which 
were necessary in the writing of this paper. 
A LOOK AT THE PROTESTANT CHURCH -----
IN THE CITY ---
I .. INTRODUCTION 
"If secularization designates the content of 
man I s coming of age, urbanization describes 
the context in which it is occurring." 1 
A. The Urbanization Process 
Beyond anyonels serious doubt, America is becoming an urbanized 
country . The U.S. census figures point out that at the time of the 
American Revolution nine out of every ten Americans lived on the farm. 
2 
In 1959, the rural population had fallen to 11.5%. During the 40 r s 
and 501s, urbanization was accelerated until by 1960 1139 of the 50 
3 
states had more than half of their population living in cities . II 
According to another source, "where there was one urban resident in 
4 
1900, there are three today .  II 
Not only are the urban residents becoming more numerous but the 
cities themselves, are increasing. 
"Fifty years ag1D there were approximately 800 
communities of 5,000 population and above in 
th:emUnited states. By 1910 the figure had risen to 1, 200. 
More than 600 cities had been added by the end of the 
second decade. OVer the half-century periodc 
gain of several hundred addition� communities 
each decade accounts for the present astounding 
total of 2,431 cities . !! 5 
"Clearly, in recent decades metropolitan areas have come to be 
6 
the characteristic dwelling place for Americans. II If the church is to 
surVive, and if the belief in Jesus as the Christ is to continue 
through the church, the church must find a way to speak to the urban 
masses. Jesus went to the cities because this was where the people were. 
In the Methodist tradition, John Wesley went where the people were. 
Today t�e church is again to make the same move (to the people) 
and for the same reasons. 
B� Secularization� A:ienation m1d t�e Increased Religious Needs 
4 
Elizabeth Nottingham points out that due to the increased stresses 
7 
of urb8n life, a need for religion is heightened, not weakened. 
fjl... 111/)7 
This is true in the suburbs as weI=. as the �, but more so in the slum. 
The highest concentration of minority groups is found in this core c�ty 
or inner-city. And to taem, religion is even m.ore important. !fTo 
members of minority ethnic groups, the chu=ch 9robably provides some 
compensation for ini'erior social status in the urban society as a w.o.ole." 
Therefore, religion, or more particularly Christianity, may be viewed as 
a very important means to deal w;Lth stress of any kind., alld in this 
9 
situation, the stresses of urban liv:L'1g. 
The need for urban churc� r�ewal is recognized widely and from 
both sides Glf the sacred-secular. fence. A seminary teEt states t�at 
"urbm1 chW'ch trends since the turn of the century reveal that ProtestaYJ.tism 
is in danger of losing the city. As a whole, church membership appears 
10 
generally static or modestly increasing,,1! And from the secular side: 
f\ ltThroughout the modern world, urbili..zation is accompanieci 
by some sep�ration of institutionalized religion 
:'rom other spheres of activity. 'I'his trenci is 
particularly clear i.."1. American urbcUl regions where traditiona2-
religion is �'lighly compartmentalizeci as a result of an 
unparallellied division of �abor in the commliliity.1l 11 
People are feeli..Ylg the need for a relevant church ministry in 
the cities" Even officials anci city pl.anners are puzzled and di&'l1ayed 
by the 1I something missi..'1g11 in their urban renei1Tal ano. :t.ousing proj ects. 
Strictly secu� means are not adequate to fill all the needs of urban 
life. Perhaps this is best illustrateci by a q�otation that DaJliel 
Seligman uses from a student of New York's slums. He says: 
lIanCe upon a time, we thought that if we could 
only get our problem families out of those 
dreadful slums, then papa wo�ld stop taking dope, 
ma.."1la would stop c�asing around, and Junior would 
stop carrying a � ife. Well, we1ve got them in a 
nice apartment with modern kitchens ano. a recreation 
center . And they ! re the same bunch of bastards 
they always were .. 11 12 
Man cannot look entirely to himself for r..is salvation. And likewise, 
he cannot ultimately sol�e all of the ills of the city by str�ctly 
c. The Place of Methodism 
5 
So far, we have been consiciering Protestant Christianity in general. 
Now we must view the si tUatJil:On for just a moment as· it relates to Nethodism. 
Where do Methodists stano. in Christianity I s losing battle for the city? 
Bluntly, theylre right in the middle. Methodism is to the renewal of 
the urban church as Martin Lut�er viaS to the Prote stant Reformation. 
And fortunately tr_is is being recognized by parts of the Mett-odist 
lilt �1.as been said around tne nation that the HetJlOdists, 
having more city churches than any other Protestant 
deno:r.rl.nation, would either make or break the drive 
to get the Christian ministry alive agaL� in the 
great cities.lt 13 
Methodism is oeginning to rea:::"ize its place and is beg� to react 
tirough its I�JST program and its annual conferences on Urban Life, 
but it has a long w� to go. 
D. The Need for a Sociological Study 
The need for a cooperation between sociology and r eligion to 
solve the problems of the city and the city church is great indeed . 
roo long has the church been __ � :i.'j c.:: : j ea2.ous of sociology and sociology 
�\I\,:;f;(""�'tt,j: "f 
IID'8xtta'biRg"," the church. Protestantism grew up in the cities just 
as the cites grew up themselves, without planning or organization. 
And now Protestanism, like the city, finds itself unable to cope with 
14 
its problems. New techniques seem to take forever to evolve. And 
15 
worthy expBrimental projects attract little attention. Is it any 
wonder that the city church is in such a state? One source sums up 
the need very nicely. HLack of adequate sociological knowledge of 
6 




• II �n ••• � and then the author makes a listing of the 
No longer need there be any tension between science and religiom� 
f.. i('' $:'�n 
Ind�ed, if religion is valid, there never was a need� Sociology can 
be an extremely useful tool for the pastor. And the day when "intellectuals" 
claim that religion was all but dead and that all of humanityts 
17 
ills could be cured by objective science is long gone. As one 
sociologist has stated, "this polar tension between other-worldly 
and this worldly, radical and conservative tendencies ... , makes it 
(religion) a fascinating and exceedingly complicated stuqy for the 
18 
sociologist." The underlying purpose of this paper is to take a 
sociological look at the problems of the urban church, and to suggest one 
possible solution. 
II. RELIGIOUS INFLUENCES ON THE CITY: 
A HISTORICAL APPROAGE 
"Every feature of the ear2.y city revealeci the 
be� that man was created for 40 other purpose 
than to magnify and serve Lis gods . Tnat was the 
tity! s ulti.'llate rea.aon for existence.1t :::.. 
A. Prehistory 
From its conception, the city was the home of gods . II Since 
religion was the dominate force LJ. menl s lives in early antiquity ... 
the cities were in fact theocratic societies aDd centers of edt worship, 
2 
presided over by priests.!! Here was manls worship center. Here was 
where his ideals were formed and formalized. Here was the goci1s home 
on earth. We look at the Incas .nth their god-kings and their huge temples. 
In Egypt we find the same social structure. .Ana. on the Indus River 
in Onina., again we find theocratic goverI'Jnent sponsor:LYJ.g the formation 
3 
of cities. 
B. Graeco-Roman Period 
Venturing into the recorded history of Greece and Rome and }'[esopo-
tamia, ue find that religious bodies held tremendous power over the 
cities. The :;:-emmants of -the Greek tezr.ples stand as a ill'ibute to thei:;:-
beleif in Gods and the place they occupied in urban li�e. �he great 
Parthenon in Athens stands in part today as a tribute to the city I s 
patron goddess. Although weakened somewhat by the power of the 
Principate" religion was still of importance ir:. the Roman Empire, and 
4 
especially in Rome itself. Ro�e� vll1ile it served as the center of 
the empire, also served as the center of re�gious cults and sects. 
In Meso�otamia, it seemed "�� eVeryone belonged to some 
temp�e or its gods and dici labor gor them. I� :act the basis o f  
8 
Ilcitizenshiplt was this religious affiliation. Despite the power of the 
king, the cities were still religious strongholds with more priests than 
ever before� So strong were the relgious influences that the dis-
tinctions between the sacred and the secular aspects of life were almost 
6 
beyond perception� 
C. Early Christian Era 
And, oddly enough, where did early Christianity find its 
strongest adherents other than the cities like Jerusalem, Ephesus, 
Oorinth, Athens, Thessaly, and Rome. It was the city that was Chtst-
ianized first and not the country tide. HIn the Graeco-Roman western 
world Christianity was at first· an urban phenomenon. The countryside 
7 
long rem<rlned pagan, '0 • O' .. It Not until the fifth century with the 
founding of monasticism and the parish concept did Ohristianity take 
on the rural symbolism and conceptualism that it still retains today,. 
D. The Middle-ages 
There seems to be some ambivalence of opinions concerning 
8 
the church and the city in the middle-ages. On the one hand the Roman 
Church had a vested interest in fuedalism and was not particularily 
happy about the rise of the fortified cities. Besides, it frowned on the 
practice of usuary which was an integral part of the urban economic 
life. ( And on the other hand, Christianity proved to be a rather large 
influence in dissolving clan associations and thereby became important 
10 
in the founding of cities. One might agree with Lewis Mumford 
and his conclusion: 
"In a very definite sense, aespite its manifold 
origins and its ambivalent res�lts, the medieval 
city in Europe may be described as a collective 
structure whose main purpose was the Iltving of 
a Christian life. II 11 
Then, from the Middle-ages to the present, the church has looked 
at the city from a changing point of view. Perhaps more so in America 
than in Europe, the city . began to be looked upon as a dirty place 
9 
to live� Many rural parishoners heard the repeated sermon theme concern-
ing the wicked, evil city" IIQity peoplell were looked upon with suspicion. 
And in the back of many a rural mind were images of sinful, corrupt, 
lewd and thoroughly evil city dwellers being punished in the eternal 
12 
fires of Hell .. Is it any wonder that the church has such a Herculaan 
task before it to recapture the cites? Not only must the church 
change its symbolism to fit the urban environment, but it must recon-
ceptualize its whole attitude toward the city .. 
E. The Modern Period: Some of its Problems 
Aristotle has said,. lithe city came into being for the sake of 
13 
life, and continued in being for the sake of the good life .. n 
After this extremely brief historical background, and before we begin 
the body of the paper, Itt us very quickly survey same of the aspects 
of contemporary urban living and their concomitants to the city 
church, and lithe good life." 
When a family moves to the city, or for that matter when a famil� 
begins in a city, there are likely to be many shifts of residence 
as the family I s size and income rlBse and fall. This puts pressure on 
the church to make its contacts and to affect results in a sometimes 
extremely short time-span. Nolonger does it have generation after 
generation as it did in the rural parish. Now it must reach people who 
14 
might literally be here today and gone tomorrow. Although population 
shift is here mentioned in personal terms, 1e. dealing with a single 
family, this phenomenan takes on even more implications when 
numbers of families are invovled all of which are of the same minority 
group. (This will be discussed later in the p aper . )  
10 
Huge apartment complexes and p:lblic housing proj ects iave changed 
the church also. These institutions provide the church wit�'1 large 
numbers of people within easy distance of the church, but t�'1is 
advantage is countered by the doorma! and tie 1I1imited access!! pro-
cedures of many apartment build:"ngs nnd the repugnance for organized 
lS 
religion by many of the occupaYlts of the housing proj eets. 
AdQ to the list of ills tte criss-crossing matrix of high-ways, 
tollways, and freeways, These plus the man made obst.acles of shopping 
centers, train yards, and huge public buildings and the natural ob­
$e:""''''''r 
stacles of st.reams, lakes, hills, and valleys � a city imt· @@�iUtti;lt�ei 
into numberous parts, some of whici are too small even to support. 
a traditional cturei, but which the churci must reach if it is to 
be true �o itself. 
In addition to, or perhaps because o�, the above, the church 
seems to be losing any prestige and influence it nay have had in former 
days. Of course many would question this� But as Stuart Queen writes, 
l! •• • the church is coming to mean ::Less and less in moder:::l society 
17 
and Jiari s.eWe less a"'lQ less as a core of conrrnuni ty orgaJitization.1l 
Happily, the leaders altho-ggh utterly perplexed, are not unaware 
of the situation.. As one text put i"0 ntDe rise of the modern city 
nas greatly complicated t.he task of lI7rganized religion. Though millions 
of people live closer together today, more people are further from God 
18 
than ever before .. 1t After the Watts riots of last summer Bishop 
Gerald Kennedy of t:.'1e Methodist Church rebuked the church's Ithead over 
heels!! rush to the suburbs and the corresponding lack of effort in 
19 
the slums and ghettos . 
ItThe rapid growth of cities has induced a state 
of crises and confusion among Protestants . ... O' 
frankly, Protestanti sm has been caught napping and 
apparent disorder has entered the ranks of the 
denominations. .O' .Hardly a local congregation or 
a :�:':;:ir�,nm a community escaped the dist:nrbing influence of 
the crises and the result is a stunned, floundering 
and confused church • ••• Caught in the throes of 
so great an urban metamorphasis, Protestantism 
is trying desperately to muddle through. II 20 
It is the opinion of the author that the church can no longer afford 
to simply Ilmuddle throughll. It must put all of its forces to work 
at the task of analysing and organizing, In effect, there needs to 
be a new reformation. 
11 
I::::I. VRRIlli SOCIO-RELIGJ:OUS YliENOMENA 
OF T::-IE INNER CITY 
IIUrban religion, therefore, is a study in contratts; 
more slowly than the economic and political spheres, 
it is involved in readjusting once domina�t values 
and organizations to the complex ccltural and 
ecological changes of modern urban regions.!! 1 
A. The Church 
Perhaps the most obviou s of all new facts concerning the American 
city is the urban dwellerls f�lt need to escape tj.e city. It seems as 
if he considers the city only a place to work and certainly not a place 
in whici'. to live. And when the people (or at least certain sections 
of people) move out, the church moves out also. As Lyle Schaller comments 
in his Planning !£E. Protestantisrr. 1:£ � America tl the exod"J.s of 
stable, horr..e-owni:'1g, middle-class ::arnilies to the suburbs usuoJ..ly is 
2 
cited as the prime cauaeH of inner city church problems. Tms one 
section of the popu�ation forms the core of lay-leadership in the 
typical Protestant ch�ch. Once it moves to t�'1e suburbs., the !lpowers 
�::rbel! have moveci to the sub-J.rbs and in most cases it.l s only a matter 
of time before the church moves also. 
William H. Whyte, Jr. notes tlpeople are no longer dral;VIl inward 
toward the center but outward to the new shopping center . 10s Ang��, 
which has sometimes been called 100 suburbs in senrch of a city shows 
3 
the pattern at its most extrel�e II ..... .. Once a significant portion 
of members and leaders in a city shurct are suburba�-oriented, the 
church is faced luth a severe problem. The problem i s  so immense 
fat.. 
it almost jorrr..s a split personality in the congregation. Some � 
tj.at they sho�d move the o�ilding to where the majority of the members 
reside. Others feel that it is their Christian duty to keep their b�ilding 
where it is in order to serve the neighborhodd as well as the members 
of the church. Eoss W. Sanderson states the problem veryconcisely: 
IISometimes a church with a good building finds 
its membership living so far away and its pattern 
of life so inflexible that it cannot continue 
to make effective u se of its historic site.. In 
such cases a radical new beginning becomes necessary." 4 
13 
There are certain ecomomic aspects which make a move to the suburbs 
very attractive" It is well knOWlll. th at real e state values in the core 
of a city often reach astronomical proportions. Hence the site of a 
church m ay sometimes reach into the six figures brackett. It is more 
than a little temptation to sell the churbhts property to a business 
\ 
firm and then use its ample equity in starting a suburban church where 
it will have smooth financial sailing in the future. Fortunately, 
some denominations, notably the Methodists, have recognized this trend 
and have considered its ultimate consequences. As the major denominations 
shift their imphasis and facilities to the suburbs, the inner-city i s  
spiritually left high and dry. To site just one example, in Boston 
five Methodist churches lIJ'emain within the inner-city, five others have 
6 
closed down or taken the suburban move in the last decade, 
The suburban move, although it comprises a large share of the 
religious problems of the inner-city, is not the only difficulty with 
church work in these regions. The core city literally defies traditional 
concepts of church work. This �s somewhat of a paradox for as Shippey 
points out, the area is the focus of transportation facilities and furnishes 
a position of Ithigh visibilityl! yet a sucessful ministry is extremely 
7 
hard to come by. As a result of the failure, the inner-city becomes 
a fertile IIbreeding-grounds of religious experiments by migratory 
8 
or unadjusted lower class persons. n We shall view some of these 
experiments later. 
Elizabeth Nottingham has commented, flhistorical evidence 
indicates that new religious monements are best able to make a lasting 
imprint on human societies if they are born when civilizations are 
9 
in turmoil.l! Into the turmoil of the modern city, numerous types of 
churches arise. Some, mainly sponsored by the established denominations, 
strive to meet the people's secular needs. Others look upon themselves 
as home missions. And still others are composed of sects and cults 
which are literally here today and gone tomorrow. In this section, 
I would like to look more closely �t these three types of churches: 
the institutional church, the mission and the sects and cults. 
The institutional church is nearly always supported by an es-
tablished denomination. Their purpose, originally was to combine an 
evangelistic ministry with some very practical services. Among these 
services are literacy courses, maternity schools, hygiene classes, and 
first aid classes. In short, the church took upon itself the obligatimns 
to at least expose some of the underpriv(tledge fEO'l2J.?EQr.:l.ilm,�which 
they would have otherwise never had access. This is a laudable ideal, 
but as ideals usually turn out, it has become somelivhat corrupted. 
Religion began to play a smaller and smaller part. Fredrick Shippey 
states it nicely: 
"Though the institutional church type is now 
definitely established in the city, there are 
some projects were a progressive de-clmphasis 
upon religious ministry has red13.ced the work to 
scarcely more than a social-service center. 
Religion has been neglected to a remote corner of the 
program and rendered but token effor-t. II 10 
15 
Another laughable example comes from Mr. Andrew Mackerel, a 
fictitious pastor of the People1s Liberal Church of Avalon, Cpnnecticuto 
This is his discription of his church: 
1l0ur churchJis, I believe, the f irst split-level 
�hur�h in America. It has 5 rooms and 2 baths 
aown�t�r�--dining ar�a, kitchen, and 3 parlors for 
(Jomruitt�e and group :rn.�eting.... Upstairs is one 
����.� all-purpose interior, divisible into different 
sized components by means of sliding walls and 
convertible into an auditorium for puttlllg on 
plays, a gymnasium for athletics, and a ba1lroom 
for dances. There is a small worship area at 
one end • • •  in back of this building is a newly 
erected clll1ic, with medical and neuro-psychiatric 
wings, both indefinitely expandable. Thus People1 s 
Liberal is a church designed to meet the needs of 
today, and to serve the whole man. II 11 
Although one must be quick to add that this is not the unbreakable rule 
of institutional churches, it has to be admitted that it is the over-
riding tendency. 
The mission church is almost entirely limited to the downtown area. 
Usually it is surrounded by slums and severely deteriorated neighborhoods· 
As will be mentioned later, Protestaclt churches flee from such area. to 
move to the more comfortable climate of the suburb. This leaves the 
abandoned inhabitants with a religious vacuum. And just as f1nature 
abhors a vacuumll so do people abhor no religion whatsoever, hence 
the mission. It seems that people wish to have a second-class church 
than no church at all, so then the mission1s main ob§ective is to serve 
12 
the people of extremely limited economic and cultural status. 
Although sects and cults could be differentiated, for the puposes 
of this paper, they will be considered a singular phenomena. Sects 
and cults aVe found Virtually always within the large metropolitan area. 
Usually a significant humber have a messianic promise in their message. 
16 
:'he reasons behind ti1eir existence are legiorJ.o According to one aut,hori ty, 
messianic c'J.lts arise whene'fer there is aflear cO::J.trast be"tiween lithe cio­
::n.ands of the people ano. the needs of their society on the one �1.811d, a:.'1cl 
15 
action determined from I above I by the clerical hiera::-chy on the other. II 
This would seem to be one explanation in urban fu�erica. Also a large 
share is d'J.e to the sense of anomie which a persor::. feels having just arrive 0_ 
in a cit yo Since anomie is a fertile breeding ground for new and -..mu8ual=-y 
untraditional ideas, it is little woncier that it would also give rise 
=-5 
to new for::n.s of religion. Host of the recruits come from rural 
backgrounds and feel. thQ3Joughly estra..:.'1ged in the complexity of urban 
16 
Usually t�is same section of rural-urb� immigrants �as a low 
educational and socio-economic level. Because of tiis the cults and 
sects te::l.d to be highly emotional a.Dd usually having a very II fundamental11 
filth . '?hey seek to sepqrate themselves fro::n. the staid and complaibent ,,./ 
I J I.�' • ..f;oI...{ e;',j'( 
ciurches wfuich they view as having IIfallen avrayll and l:!Iback-��g!l to 
t�'1e extent that they have betrayed their original ideals. There is 
a strong emphasis on a persDJlal religion ano. burea�racies and any 
17 
ter.dency to -oecoma organized is looked upon with suspicion. The 
p aradox of the cult is that its only chance for survival is that 
very organization wnict_ it despises . As Elizabeth l�ottingham states 
iD: 
!lIn the mao.ern .American ::n.etropolis, as in Rome, 
there are many cults ra:b.id_ spring up fG.'lo. flo'J.rish 
oriefly, only to 'wi ther and die. Those 100hich 6u:-vive 
are likely to have had at their co::-e a relativley 
strong organizaticL and to have develo�ed it along 
current AmericaIl deno:m.inational lines. II 18 
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With this organization it is rr.erely a personality cult whici survives as 
� 
. h f1 ':lN t survives If it developes a sustair-ing organ-.l.ong as ti e person� y - • 
ization, it too has betrayed its original ideals. It also has become 
one of the denominations it at one time c:;"a.:L.'11ed to be so -IUckEid. 
be{.O/i'.� � . .  1 t� Now that -frre have briefly -� acquaintect w-:Ltif._ some of ne more 
unJ.s-u.al species L'1 the urban-ch:.lrch zoo, let us take a look at the 
traditiona:;.. church in its urban center . To say the least, not only lS 
the urban church sur�ounded by tall sec� b�dings, it is also 
surrounded by tall mO:ll1.tains of problems. L'1 tLis section" we 1iJi::i.::" 
cover: the church plant, personal, bkdget, congregational size) 
and the problem rf)f carrying on an effective evangelistic program in the 
urban context. 
RigI1t at tihe beginning the -J.rban cl'llU'ch is faced Iuti:. the proble::'IlL 
of where it is going to meet. Real estate values soar as the property 
gets closer to the center ai' the city. It is more than a '::'ittle 
temptation to sell the property a:.l1d make the st;.burban move. A TliTell 
kno,m. fact in clerical circles is -that laymer:! will work harder and dig 
deeper for a h:lilding ca.-rn;paign than any other type of .:'inancial 
19 
program. But the high cost of building coupled lrJith the astronomical 
costs of landJ darrrpens even the Iwst ardent spirits vlhen it com.es 
- to ouilding in the city. 
Hence Christianity finds itself on tJ18 outside looking in to the 
city. Somet::UllesJ after a move to the suburbsJ a cLurch Eievelopes a con-
gregational glult complex, feelll1g that perhaps Lldeed, its tr�e p�ace 
was in the city. Or as more often is the case) the denoillL'1ation comes 
up .dth a guilt complex and decides to �e-er::.ter the ci-ty. Ir: either case 
18 
the party is confronted with the staggering problem of a meeting p&ace� 
In many instances this tak e s  the form of a store front church . This con-
cept is fairly new and in at least one authority! s opinion is IIhas an 
import ant and legitimate role in Protestantismms re- entry into th e inner 
20 
city. II 
The stvvefront church was originally just what its name implie s . 
The congregation obtains a commerical build ing and remo dels the interior 
(usually only slight}y for financial re sons) and calls the structure 
its IIchurchll. Certainly this is radical break from the trad itional 
and, as could be expected it has some socio -psychological concomitants. 
If it appears to the congregation that the storefront will be the permanent 
home of the church, an air of defeatism soon become s apparent. Yet, 
on the other hand if they feel that the storefront is only the start 
of a growing church and only the beginning to bigger and better thing s, 
then the storefront is viewed by both the congregation and the denomination 
21 
as an invaluable tool. 
Thus, the storefront church, if used properly, has a number of 
advattage s. Its co st is comparatively low and this is ex�remely 
important in inaer-city work . Because of the building!s former fuse, 
its interior is flexible and may be used in a variety of ways with a 
minimum of remo deling . The storefront idea is mobile. If due to a pop-
ulation shift, or some other so cial phenomena, th e church is left 
without a congregation, the tlchurchl! can easily be moved to ano ther 
location. The storefront church prove s to be extremely acce ssibile to 
the entire neighborhood, and because of this acce ssibility it also prove s 
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To be quite farniliar to the inhabitaJ.1ts. Becane of this and. its 
rather informal atmosphere, it e:c.co"J.rage s :aewcomers to mix with the 
cO::.1gregation and pllDvides a forn of :L'1.ti..rnacy which C8.t'1r.ot be foul1d ir.. 
traditional ch'c1rches. iL'1.d fina:::"ly, because of the building itself, 
the storefront c::l.Urches tend to have a prograr:.t centereci. operation 
22 
as opposed to a building centered operavion. 
Yet -with all these advantages, the storefront con cept is not 
"Jit�out fac:..lt. Perhaps its worst lirnitation is the image it presents 
to tr.e co::nmUl1i ty . A converted store D.ay not oe the :nost app eali:1g 
aspect of any eva:c.gelistic campaign. Youtr:. work is :J.&JJJ.pereci. becasD.e 
of the lack of any adequate facilities £'or athletics. The congregationa:::" 
growth is limited to the building and becasue of the conge sted nature 
of tt.e neighborhood, there is :::"ittle opportun:..ty to :novei21to a larger 
si teo The atmosphere for 1fors!J.ip is strained or nearly non-existant 
if one is condi tior.ed to 8. more traditional chc:..rch sane tuar y • 1i.:.'1d ::inally, 
the symoolism entailed in a storefro::J.t clrc:.rc::l proves distatte:::ul 
t,o the occupants of the ::J.eighborhood . They are surrocr.:ded by their 
poverty and squalor and would ·..lsually wisn to get out of this blighteci. 
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condition through their religion if nothing else. 
One of the rr.ost crucial issues in ir.ner-ci ty church vlOrk, if not 
the rr.ost crucial issue is that of staff'. L;y-leE. Schaller confirms t::1is 
24 opinioE. Yet here again, the church in tte imlEr-city is stymied. As 
Schal2.er polimts out lithe n1.L.ll.ber of paid staff Kembers 1.YJ. a local chu.rch 
is Eietermined prirr"arily by the finanri:.ia2. reso"J.rces of the membership 
25 
thar. the neeci. or by the n1,;JJlber of members. I! ranter :::r:. actuality 
'Ghe L-rmer-ci ty always has the need and in a large porportion of the 
times the greater potential membersip, but because of the limited 
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economic status of the inhabitants, they are unable to afford either the 
quality nv the quantity of staff they desperately need . 
The difference in staffs is only too clear when comparing the 
inner-city church with the suburban shurch . The slum areas have an 
average of one congregation for every 4-500 people, while the suburbs 
Rave a ratio of one congregation for every 1, 000 residents .  This seems 
to give the inner-city the appearance of being almo st l I over churchedll yet 
when we take into account resident-paid staff ratios the picture changes 
radically. The suburbs Rad one full time staff member to every 700 
residents .  In the inner-city this ratio drastically falls to one 
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full time staff member to every 2, 000to 3, 000residents .  Obviously, 
this is not enough. 
Schaller suggests that to adequately cover the wants of tbe Slurrl 
residents, there would need to be one full-time clergyman to every 
1, 200 to 1, 500 residents . This he considers to be the bare minimum. To 
adequately provide leadership for their needs, a ratio of 1 : 3g0 is 
27 
suggested. This  radical change is needed because of the extreme lack 
of lay-leadership which is related to the suburban move mentioned 
above . Shippey suggests a compromise ratio of one minister to every 
28 
600-1, 000 residents.  No matter what the ratio , we find what the 
inner-city church is severely understaffed. 
Not only does  the inner-city church rleed more qualified clergyman, 
but it also needs a host of other types of trained people for which 
there is no need in a traditional church. Schaller recommends that slum 
21 
churches employ full-time dietitians to help the residents learn the basic 
homemaking skills .  Besides these, there is a desperate need for youth 
workers, qualified Christian education leaders, recreational leaders, and 
29 
counselors . All of these go far beyond the traditional pastor f s  role . 
tJ<Jli,p,," d'� 
A One final comment on staff problems . It has already been stated 
that the place of Methodism is vitally important to Christianity 
re-winning the city. Unfortunately Methodism has within it one quality 
�' f'�'� 
which will prevent it �taking this leadership role unless it is modified. 
I am referring to our ff three-year-pastorsff who, because of the governmental 
set-up of their church are moved from church to church at somewhat 
irregular intervals averaging about three years . To have an effective 
ministry in the inner city, the pastor must be able to remain in his 
30 
position for longer periods of time . This circulating system has 
many advantages when dealing with tradtional church work, but the inner-
city in not traditional church work . Fortunately some Methodist leaderB 
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are discovering this and advocating longer pastorates in city parishes .  
Traditionally churches have been thou�ht o f  as self-supporting 
entities . Shippey points out that the ffpolicy trend is turning away 
from subsidy. Scientific studies reveal th at funds thus provided 
rarely :save the situation . Too often the congregation becomes pauperized. I! 
Yet rarely is the institutional church self-supporting, mainly because 
it pvovides too many services to its members .  Generally it draws maney 
from the local community chest and its denominational headquarters . 
Contraby to what Shippey believes, Grace Episcopal Church of Jersey 
City i s  one outstanding example of a church that is sub sized by the 
32 
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diocese and is performing a fine ministry in all aspects . This sub- ; :i_ : 
sidization allows it to have a team ministry which, no doubt, sho� 
33 
receive a large share of credit for its success . Shippey I s Itpauperi-
zation" effect never materialized in the case of North Presbyterian 
Church in Cleveland. For years it had been subsidized by the denomination . 
When it felt that it had grown strong enough, it rej ected denominational 
support and "went in alone . '! . Its membership and gining has been steadily 
34 
growing . Schaller s�pports the po sition that rigid and absolute 
35 
self-supporting policies must be abandoned with the inner-city church . 
In conclusion, then, tt must be stated that it is true as Shippey 
says that II there are n��rous instance s  of success where the method 
\� 36 
of complete self-support was utilized. " Yet there also seems to be 
a substantial amount of evidence on the side of some form of sub-
sidization . Perhaps the same principle applies here as to the I I storefrontl! 
concept . If the congregation feels that subsidization is a permanent 
way of life, then they will rely upon it to such a degree as to dampen 
any individual ambition . But on the other hand, if they feel that it is 
only a stepping stone to a better and self-supporting church, then, 
as with the storefront, it may be a valuable tool for Protestantism and 
certainly not one to be disquaiified by a church with a distinct lack 
of alternatives .  
Even beyond the size  of the city ti the most :important single factor 
in determining the nature and content of the church program is the size 
37 
of the congregation . 1! Unfortunately, a significant number of churches 
are below the level of effective strength .11.ecessary to carry out a 
23 
rounded church program.  Shippey comments tE.at Ilin some cities 50-75 
percent of the institutions are below the level of effective strength 
38 
necessary for city church work. !! 
Shiwpey continues by saying thatll . o . rarely does  the local church 
of less than five hundred active members make a significant religious im-
39 
pact upon its neighborhood environment. II He then sets the II  safe 
ratio ll at 2, 000-3, 000 members per church . 40 This would seem to give the 
church an upper limit of 3, 000 members and hereagain Shippey and 
Schaller ' run headlong into a conflict .  Schaller flatly states that Il there 
is no such thing as an t optimum number of member which can be applied 
41 
as a general principle in planning for church growth . t1 This is a 
radical statement and one which must be digested rather slowly. 
To conclude this section on the church, it is only fitting that 
some comment be given to the prophetic mission of the church in the 
city.  Langmead Casserley, who has spoken on the Wesleyan campus many 
times, writes II • • •  the characteristic forms of religious leadership is  
42 
prophetic , lI as far as the city is ooncerned. Louis Finkelstein sup-
ports this by saying l ithe phenomena of literary prophecy is probably 
associated closely with the emergence of the cites of Jerusalem and 
perhap s Samaria . I I 
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From these statements one could conclude that 
within the Judeo-Christian tradtion a large portion of the religious activities 
within the cities was in the form of prophecies and prophets .  Trans-
lating this into modern terms, Casserley comments :  
li The real task of spirituality and religion 
is  to consecrate and exalt the values of the city life . . . .  
Spirituality and religion must find some way of giving 
ultimate meaning to city life by 
transforming its activities so that they can 
be dedicated to the greater glory of God. 1I 44 
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&lthough I que stion if C as s erley was sp eaking directly about the 
inner-city church, where else are the probl ems of modern urban life 
laid so nakedly bare? Were else is the need so tragic ally evident? 
Where else, but from such an environment of stre ss,  would one anticip ate 
a prophet to arise? Cassermey clo s e s  his essay with this stern warning 
t ithe Word of God must be spoken in the great city even though the 
activity and its consequenc e s  may destroy the man who speaks it . tt 
B .  Ecologic al A spects o f  the Church 
45 
Although one of the ecologi c al aspects of the church, namely 
the suburban move, has been de scribed above, there are ,  several o ther 
fac ets of the problem which have not been c overed yet . Not the meast 
of the s e  ii3 the well-known urban phenomena c alled p opulation shifts . 
tt Churche s ,  like other social institutions do not exist in a vacuum, 
46 
but are involved in larger social situation s . t1 As the neighborhoods 
. $ e  ( , 0  
within which a church i s  loc ated changti� ethnic and ���e-economic 
character, so al so the church changes . 
2p re t <t 'r 
The t erm tI ecologic al invasiontll-: 7  nas been used to fl.i>£ .. 1111 to such 
"" .,> � , f' { • •  'it 
changes in the  characteristic s of the re sidents of an are a .  
The near we st side of Chicago may b e  cited a s  an example o f  thi s 
phenomena .  Within a relatively short period of time, its predominate 
ethnic characteristic s have changed from C z ech to J ew, to Irish, to 
48 
Italian, to Negro . And c orre sponding to these changes the church e s  a�d 
patterns of church work have changed, or deteriorated, depending 
on one ' s  point of view. 
Schaller points out that : 
"For most urban churches, however, the parish 
can be described more accurately in non-geographical 
(social class, denomination, ethnic backgroun, income, 
voa�tion, age, et cetera) rather than in 
geographical terms . I! 49 
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What Schaller fails to take into account is the fact that more often 
than not these I!non-geographical termstt and the geographical terms 
coincide . Sections of the city c an  be typified quite easily as to all 
of these non-geographical terms to form quite geographical patterns . 
This point will be dealt with at greater length when the typical sl um  
dweller is  described. 
The total significance of this constant and swift fchange in 
population is that the church is forced into radically new forms of 
evangeliaation . Shippey states it coneisely when he says : 
"No longer does the church have twenty to 
fifty years of temporal latitude in which to 
overtake the indi�idual and confront him 
with the Christian gospel, Rather, if the 
religious message is to be communicated at 
all, it must be imparted within a brief 
time span ( a year or two) and mediated 
essentially to people on the move . I! 50 
An ever increasing urban phenomena is the multi-family housing 
structure .  More and more people are living in apartments and with thw 
advent of public housing proj ects this trend has snowballed .  One 
study of Manhatten revealed that 337, 000 families lived in large saale 
housing structures .  These structure usually contained from 20-100 
families and 80% of all the residents in Mrulhatten lived in buildings 
51 
containing 10 or more families . 
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The multi-family structures po se a very definite problem to the 
urban ministry. For the purpo ses of this study, only the public 
housing strmctures and the large apartment buildings will be under 
eonsideration. 
Urban renewal proj ects have changed the face of many of America 1 s  
larger cities .  These proj ects, although originally intended to lift up 
the poverty f�nilies, fail to achieve tfuis end. More often than not 
they are built on the city 1 s former slums and contain the same prison-like 
52 
atmosphere as the s+ums they were supposed to aleviate .  They might 
well be called high-rise slums for that is exactly what they are .  They 
contain the same people with the same persistent problems . In their 
�tions with the church, they move even more multi-problem families  
within reach of  the inner-city church, yet the ehurch seems to  be unable 
52 
to reach these people . The Appendix contains a proposal for a research 
proj ect dealing with the cybernetic problem of inner-city churches .  
Apartments also po se a very real problem to the urban ministry. 
But as Shippey comments, tt the local church is compelled to go to the 
/ 54 
resi�ts via a program of CUltivation and perso:rii;�/invitation . 1I 
But contacts are hard to come by if the apartments have a buzzer system 
o i"  
� if  admission must be obtained from a doorman or  a hostess .  For 
the residents, this is a convenient way to keep away salesmen and 
solicitors but it also is quite a hinder some obstacle to a pastor 
trying to complete an evangelistic c alling campaign . 
The characteristics of apartment dwellers are generally inimical 
to the c hurch. First of all, ap artment dwellers are generally 
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from all ec onomic ranges and status ' .  Such hetrogenity is difficult 
to minister to. As mentioned above, the residents are generally 
inaccessible and only 2% take tfue initiative to find a c hnrch. And 
paradoxically enough, bec ause areas which contain a large number of 
ap artment buildings have a much higher population density than single 
family dwelling unit areas, the opportunities for the c hurch are that 
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much greater . Because this form of swelling is widely acc epted and 
often predicted as the probable p ermanent form of urban housing, it 
is absolutely crucial that the churhh find an ac cep table way to c ontact 
56 
and keep the ap artment dwellers . 
The question of hON far a c hurc h  c an  geographic ally extend its 
reac h has been answered in various way. Perhaps the average of all 
57 
o f  these an d  the distance most generallly acc epted is one mile. 
Yet others disagree and say that in reality, the distanc e is c loser 
58 
to one-half mile. At this point �le . Schaller has some interesting 
comments to make. 
In the first place, he suggests that distanc e is really a prett�y 
crude means �Qr guiding church planning. Instead he would suggest 
population density as a better criteria. If population densities 
were used, a heavily popluated area would rec eive more c hurches 
59 
than a less populated area. But when we get dow.n to the c ore of his 
writing, we find that he suggests that the idea of an effeetive radius 
is an outgrown c onc ept and doesn ' t  fit the present urban situation . 
With the advent of high-speed expressways, one c hurch c ould with a 
60 
multiple staff, minister to a large section of the metropolitan area. 
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This ide a  is more relevant to the suburban pari sh, but theoritic ally 
the inner-city i s  also served by the same means of rapid transportation . 
But as we sh all see in the folmowing p aragraphs, bec ause of the ethnic , 
so cio -economic status of the inhabitants a�d the extremely conge sted 
climate of the inner-city, the geographical p arish still seems to be 
the mo st workable ide a .  
C o  The People of the Inner City 
Many middle-class Americans seriously think that to find poverty 
one must go to the East, or South America, or at least to the 
Appalachian Mountain ar� .  A s  Americ a l s pro s�erity and the standard 
of living steadily ri se, some are left behind . As Daniel Seligman 
c omments :  
"In this second dec ade of pomwar pro sperity 
in a time of steadily advancing liuing standards, 
the slum problem of our great sities is wor sening . 
Today some 17 million Americ ans live in dwelling that 
are beyond rehabilitation . l l 61 
The slum has many attractions for its many peopl e .  For the owners, 
it l s  a godd place to get rich by charging high rents for houses in 
which people are forc e d  to live through prejudic e and ignoranc e .  It l s  
a place to grow rich .Off the government via the various welfare 
programs and theri rent allowanc e s . Eor the po or, its l; Jc u sually 
the first place to go after arriving in the city . Here they find 
62 r),. v  f,'.,,J 
relatively cheap rents, and �tho se immigrants to the city WhD arrived 
w i' l  
befDre them and the, �ll f� thD se who 4 arrive after. It l s  a plac e 
to keep SDme .Of their rural backgrDund in the urban cDnplex. It l s  
a plac e tD be c onfused and cDnfronnded o  It l s  a place where multi-problem 
familie s  seem to c Dngregate as if by some law of nature . It l s  the slum. 
Some of thi s  populatiDn sDn si sts .Of immigrants drawn tD the city 
from a ruarl background. Like small human magnets, they attract 
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each o ther and form a tightly knit ban of residenc e . More often than 
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not, this ban is in a jlum or inner-city area. The people living 
in such c onditions usually tend to be It semi-literate, low-income, 
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of rural origin, and members of r acial minoritj[es . t! Because of the se 
factors j ust mentioned, many of the famili e s  are what is known in 
social work terminology as I tmulti-probllffin familie s .  It C onsequently li the 
ministry of pastoral c are will be both time c onsuming and emotionally 
65 
exhausting . It 
IV . THE CELL C ONCEPT 
"A more specific function of primary group s  in 
the past was i§he counsel and encouragement which neighbor s  
were re ady to provide each other in time s o f  
stress ar mi sfortune • • • •  It is a pattern o f  
interpersonal religious inspiration which 
organized r eligion today substatially lack s . II 1 
A .  A Definition 
Within the last few years, there has been a drive both within 
and wfuthout the church, urging Christian s to vitaliz e their faith 
and their church., This paper, it is hoped, has pointed out one instance 
where this need i s  mo st severely felt . The church and its faith 
have c ome under extremely sharp criticism to make . Christianity 
" r e al . !! Boo'ks have been written and read which que stion the justifi-
c ation o f  the church in its pre s ent state and are prep aring for its 
last rites . Within the church, young and old seminarians advoc ate 
a return to IIfirst c entury Christianity!1 because they feel that it 
is l I autherrttc ll and "reaP . In thi s  section, I hope to examine 
how the s e  ideas might be amalgamated into what i s  termed the c ell 
c onc ept for the urban church . 
John Gulick criticises " • • •  it is only too evident that the 
, 
r eligiousness characteristic of America todqy i s  very often a re�giousne s s  • • •  
(which is) a way of sociability or ' belonging ' r ather than a way of 
2 
reorienting life to God� Few peole, exc ept perhap s  tho se who like 
thing s the way they are, would deny thi s statement . Yet the ever 
pre sent �e stion still stands unanswered. If we admit that the church 
is inadequate as it now stands; t 1f we admit that the inner-city 
points up all of these problems more acutely than any other plac e/ 
� are still left with the question, how are we to change? Perhap s  
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our first c lue, o ddly enough, from a study of j uvenile deliqaent 
gang s in Chicago by Frederic Throsher . H e  noted that although the 
gang s would range all tee way up to 40 and 50 members, small cliques 
3 
would form bec aBse of the need for a vital fac e to fac e relationship . 
Perhap s  thi s is what Itfirst c entury ChristianfWyl t  had when it met :tn 
the now famous c atacomb s of Rome and the small upper-ro oms . There 
is little doubt that this is what the mo dern c ongregation lacks . 
As one writer put it, the c ongregation sometimes conveys the impres sion 
that it is Ble s s  a fellowship 0/ worshipper s  than it is a loo s e  
4 
aggregation of individuals who sep",rately seek God. 1I 
What I am advoc ating i s  the return of th e church to the small 
group or to the c ell . C ells would be compo sed of from 6-10 p eople who 
live in clo se geographic al proximity of each other . This may be one 
flo or of a housing development or all the church members in an apItrtment 
building or p erhap s the c ell would extend to all the members of one street . 
At any rate, they would be in cilio se physic al contact with on e another 
to facilitate attendanc e at meeting s .  This c ell would then proc eed 
to take the place of the traditional Sunday morning worship servic e .  
The minister , one of a team of worker s within the church, would 
meet with the c ell, With the minister pre s ent the c ell do e s  not 
degenerate into a spiritual version of li the blind leading the blind . "  
Hence the main worship organ of the church would become the c ell and 
not the traditional Sunday morning n ap-time D Each cell me et,ing would 
contain all the tradtional elements of wor ship (hymns, scripture, 
re spon s e s �  prayer and sermon, which now is 'shortened to a briei::"talk) 
and include a new one, -- discussion . After t:!1.e rrlinistGr J s brief 
talk tluil.e wOl1..1d be allotted. for d..i.sc'J.ssion and as similation of l..Jhat 
he had j ust s aid .  In effect, it is hoped., tl'li s c ell Hould bec ome 
a Ghrittian primary gruup . 
Wnen the main wor sr:ip organ of th e c::1w'ch meets in name s a..'1.Q 
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apartment s, the need for a la.rgge sanctuary i.s Glir:rinated. Ec onomic aJJ.y ... 
thi s is one of '(.he c o stliest fe atur e s  of tile ChurC�l . It :.E S  tradition3.12.y 
ornate a:cd henc e expensive, yet is used for an hour or two a 1<feek . 
In the c ell c O:1c ept, the s anctua:ry spac e c ould be remo deleo. into a 
cLapel ar e a  for vreddings and funeral s, 'ir.L th the rest of t:.1. 8 are a 
b eing used for the social welfare service s  l-v.t.ich ar e critically 
needed in tlle irmer-ci·ty church . 'rhese servic e s  1�-ould be fina.1.c ed 
by the c ombined offerings of all the c el':" s, and i.f the c as e  merits, 
cienominatio�1.al help . 
B. Some .2redicted Acivan tage s  
':!:Lere seem t o  be, at least in theory, m any  adviIDtag e s  to this 
c ell c Ollc ep t .  Both f'C:.r;.ctio::J.ally and spiritually c ertain adva:dJ.tage s  
app ear . And the implic ation s for all of Chrittiani tyare iWl1ense .  
One o f  the Dest known pyschologicaJ.. urbDn phenomena i s  the lone-
liI:e s s  which urban life produc e s .  Bec ause ne&,,:,ly all of the urb811ites  
relation 3:r�ip s ar e  o n  313 ch a secondary level, he feels rea2.1y clo se 
5 
to no one . T�1.is problem i s  c;ompo1.L."1.cied 'Wiler:: t.Le inditiduo.l is further' 
isolatea by b elonging to a minority etlmic-racial gV()UP or is in a 
lower inc ome status . Langmead C a s s erley sta'(.es th e problem in alm0 3t 
po etic style : 
lI Urban loneliness is quite distinct from the 
solitude of the rural worker . It is a lonelin e s s  
which a man experienc e s  only among a large number 
of his fellow men in the knowledge that he is 
not r elated to any of them on a g enuinely 
personal level . 11 6 
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Hopefully the c ell would solve this problem. It provides a primary 
group for tho se who have none . And it would provide an exc ellent 
opportunity for a person to assimilate himself into a group upon 
his arrival into the city .  The c ell would fulfill the n e e d  for the 
personal, face-to-face relationship s which the gregarious animal known 
as man seems to need so much . 
A per sistent characteristic of slum. dwellers is their lack 
of hop e .  A .W. Sanderson c omments ,  lI tfie greatest tragedy of East Harlem 
is nor the lack of po s s e s sions, hut the ab senc e of hope and vtsion 
7 
which would challenge the people to figfut again st env�ental condition s .  11 
Through membership in a c ell, it i s  expected that tthope and vision" 
will evolve . The c oncept�as alre ady proven its effectiven e s s  in 
organiaation s such as Alcholo� Anonymous . If the c ompanionship 
which c ome s by meeting on a very pBrsonal level people who are in the 
same situation can help in the cure of the extreme de spair of alcholism, 
why c an it not serve the s ame functions for the church? 
��stabm�ity and anxiety are frequent by-pro duc ts of the immigrants !  
8 
urbaniz ation pro c e s s .  C onsisting mainly o f  people from a rural 
background, they may have lived all their live s on the unstated 
philo sophy that while they weren ! t  rich, they lI always had something 
to eatll from their backyard g arden s .  After moving to the city, 
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the backyard g arden vanished and everything suddenly depends on 
li the j ob " ,  which i s  often unstabel itself . The c ell would provide 
the perfect means for church oriented relief wo rk . For a long time the 
church has passed off to the government the task of providing 
unfortunate peo�le with the essentials of life . In the c ell, members 
would share misfortunes as well as fortunes .  If one memb er, through 
no fault of his own, meets a ho ard of the inevitable r evers e s  of life , 
tee c ell would come to his aid .  If the c elJ{did not have enough 
resourc e s  then the church, through the pastor, would add what was 
needed. There needn t t  be any sense of charity �w @��6��@e but 
only a sense of sharing through the principle of Christian c onc ern 
for hi s fellowmen . 
Again feferring to Sandersnn, it has been said that tl church 
work, e specially in the changing city, must be organized in terms of 
9 
neighborho o d  need, 1t Churches have been gaining slowly, or barely 
maintaining their � in membership in the aast few year s .  With th e  
neighborhoo d  orientation of the c ell, evangelism would be a much more 
natural outc ome . Schaller has sai,d that a church will lI achieve a 
deeper penetration into the total population with many small churche s  
10 
than with a few larger c ongregation s . 1 t  Within the c ell c onc ept, 
the±:e would be a multitude of It small churches!! e ach making their 
own tt deeper penetration . II A s  D avid 'li. Barry reiterates, the churche s  t 
11 
problem i s  its t tinability to make a vital contact with the people . 1t 
Each c ell would be an evangelistic team. No longer would visiting new 
residp.§fts be looked upon as li the pastor t s j ob .  tt Just as an individual 
as simllate s new friends, so new r esidents, would be assimuaated into 
the c ells and hence into the church . Visitmng immigrants to the city 
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becmmes an impossible j ob for the pastor, but for the cells, it would 
be an almost natural outcome of their existence .  
It i s  all too apparent for those on both side s of the pulpit, that 
at best, the sermon has few lasting effects on the lives of the congregation . 
A few comments like l Iinteresting sermon, Pastor, 1I and tlnice sermonlt are 
about as far as it goes .  One explanation for this i s  the inability of 
+ t t-l -t'I-,,,.t,. 
the congregation to � � they are actively participating when 
the. pastor is  preaching . One of the main purpo ses of a sermon is to 
stimulate a response in the congreggtion, yet it has proved to be 
an ineffective tool . Kurt Lewin, states that II • • •  it is usually 
easier to change individuals formed into a group than to change any 
12 
one of them sep�ately. II The group, o�iously enough, is the 
cell . J . A . C .  Brown stoutly agrees by stating : 
" One of the most successful means  used today 
to bring about attitude change is  the .creation 
of a group in which the members feel belongingmess 
since in these circumstances the individual 
accepts the new system of values and beliefs by 
accepting belongingness to the group . It 13 
This effect is adequately illustrated by the experiment during 
the war of trying to gnvince British mothers of the �alues of feeding 
their babies orange juic e .  Lecturing the mothers proved to be almost 
completely ineffective . But when the mothers Fere invited to discuss 
the problem, Itthe great maj ority acc epted and continued to follow 
14 
the practice indefinitelyo tl In this manner the mothers felt that 
it was their information, and c onsequently it was assimulated much 
more quickly and was far more permanent . The implications for 
changing the sermon to a short talk and a discussion period are obvious .  
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If the c ell group could, in £act, become a pBimary group, and there 
is  no reason why it could not, it would as Michael Olmsted state s 
" Flay a vital part in the p sychic life of the individual by providing 
him with train�g, with support, and with the oppoftunity for irittimacy 
� 
� 
and emotional response . It 
Two of the ever present problems mn the church are time and 
mo eny . Besides all of the spiritual advantages of the cell 
group mentioned abouve, it wouilid also alleviate some of the problems 
.in the se areas also . It would save th e pastor 1 s  time by allowing him 
to work With from 6 -10 people instead of only one in hi s �11s . Distanc e 
in the city is a formidable and time c on suming ob stacle . By working 
with c ell s, the pastor 1 s  travel time c ould be reduc ed to a sixth of 
its former siz e .  Also by pooling the offering s af all the cell s, th e 
church c ould support variou s proj ects . A sense of st ewardship would 
grow in e ach c ell and provide a sub stantial differenc e in the 
stewardship patterns of the church as a whole . 
V .  C ONCLUSION 
l iThe prophet must interpret city life as 
epic drama. For him there are always two 
citie s :  the city of God and the city of man . 
The re sponsibilityof choo sing repeatedly 
between them means that city life is  a 
perpetual spiritual cri se s . !! 1 
In conclusion, it might be said that due to the processes of 
increasing seculariz ation and urbaniz ation, the church must of nec e s sity 
fihd new forms to make itself rffilevant.  Metho dism, owning more urban 
churches than any o ther denomination is at the faaal point of Chri st-
ianity 1 s re- entry into the city. There needs to be an extensive 
sociologic al study of the urban ' church� This present p aper is not 
it, but rather a springboard from which others may continue . 
The mo dern urban church finds itself in a rather peculiar po sition . 
While from the c onc eption of the city religious activities have always 
been of supreme importance, now they find themselve s behind many other 
activities .  From pre-history, through the Graeco -roman p eriod, 
the early Christian era, and the Middle Ages, the church mas always 
been first in the city .  Now, the urban church i s  surrounded by the 
problems of population shifts, apartment housing, freeways and the 
decline in church pre stig e .  
6hri stianity in the inner-city is plagued with a multitude of 
problems 0 At a crucial time in the life of the inner city" the 
church moved to the sububbs .  This move was sponsored by a number of 
reasons, but its end re sult was to leav e the inner-city without 
any main line Prote stant churche s .  Some o f  the type s  o f  churches 
which tried to fill this religious vacuum are the institutional church, 
the mis sion church and the various sects and cults . Church operations 
are hamp ered by a c onstellation of interrelated problems of the church 
plant, p er sonel, bJget and c ongregational siz e .  Be side s these, c ertain 
ecologic al aspects affect the church 0 The problems of population 
shifts and large housing developments mean altered �de of operation "--' 
fo r the church . And with the advent of huge mas s  transportation 
systems, we see the advent of the effective radius debat e .  
T o  c ounteract some of fuhese difficulties, the c ell c oncept i s  
forwarded as a p o s sible solution . It would riiivide a church into small 
group s  of p eople by geographical distribution and these c ells would 
bec ome the main wor ship - study org an of the church . In theory, this 
c onsept would fuIfil1 many of the needs of the inner-city .  By use 
of the principle s  of group dynamic s and by making the c ells lI Christian 
primary groups, II they would alleviate the phenomena of urban de spair . 
The c ells would give stability to their member�. Finally, in theory 
at least, the c ells would provide an excellent means of making the 
Chr� stian me s s age mor e  m�ngful bec ause the c ell members feel that 
they are l Ip articipatingll in the rede sigmed worship servic e .  
In conclusion, the modern church finds itself in a desperate 
situation . Its mes sage no longer has meaning to peoples live s .  
Its Saviour i s  used in c ontemporary language only in profanity . Thi s 
situation pervade s all Americ a, but it i s  worse in the city, and it 
is critic al in the inner-city .  I t  is mandatory that the church explore 
new po s sibilitie s  to answer the s e  crucial needs, otherwise it and 
its God will be dead indeed. The c ell c oncept, as it is defined within 
this p aper, appear s  to be one p o s sible answer . 
APPENDIX 
PROPOSED RESEARCH ON 
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There i s  much c onc ern today both inside and outside organi z ed 
religion about the relevance of today 1 s church .  There is  oonc ern 
by outsiders because they fear what might hap�en to s ociety without 
this stabilizing influenc e .  There i s  conc ern within the church 
bec ause, on the one hand, this issue c alls into que stion the validity 
of their means of liveliho o d .  An d  on the other hand, some approach 
the issue from a very real Christian faith, and their c oncern is in 
relating that faith to o ther s .  
This has brought about a generation o f  books mor e o r  leas 
epitimiz ed by The Secular City, The Lonel� Crowd, and The Comfortable 
Pew. 
It is generally assumed in the se books, that for one reason or 
anotaer, the church is  no longer reaching people with its me s sage .  
Somewhere along thelina, c ommunic ations break down and uecome 
ineffective . They seem to draw c ausual correlations between the 
rise of urbainsm and the ineffectiveness of religion . It is  the 
purpo se of this app endix to sugge st one c ausual factor and provide 
a means of te sting the validity of this c ause . 
SECTION g 
SCOPE OF RESEARCH - -
t search out all the facets of 
It IDS obviously impossible to try 
0 
d a group affect religious 
urbanism and how they individually an
 as 
activity. Therefore, this study will
 be limited to the break-down of 
t areas and how this affects religious
 
the primary group in metropoli an 
feeling and activity. 
There are several assumption s  within thi s proj ect "Whi ch must 
be stated at the outset. First of all, it is assumed that the bre akdown 
of the primary group, or the family, occurs more frequently in an 
urban environment rather than a rural environment .  And furthermore, 
this primary group di sintegration leads to a feeling of isolation by the 
individual member . He more ot! l e s s  feels that he is n on hi s owntl 
and must rely on his own resourc e s .  In effec t h e  lo sses his primary 
group identification and must find his self-identific ation . 
The second assumption is the oppo site of thi s, namely that in 
rural environment, the primary group is held intact and doe s  not disin­
tegrate as quickly as in an urban environment . Therefore the individual 
relies more upon the resourc es of the primary group and conseguently 
identifies himself clo sely with thi s gropp . 
There i s  a third assumption in thi s proj ect and although it 
doe s  not have any direct bearing on the results themselves, it do es have 
some bearing on their importanc e .  It is assumed that thi s disintegration 
of primary groups ( and their c onc ommitant shift of identific ation) i s  
a general trend throughout c ontemporary so ciety, but manifests itself 
to a greater degree in urban areas . This assumption, coupled with the 
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trend toward general urbanization in our country, make thi s proj e c t  
important now and increasingly important in the future . 
Defmnitions 
The type of appeal to be used in this study is th at of the church 
through its full church program. This include s not only its reoccurring 
theme s in preaching, but also in the general tone of all of its programs . 
Ofuly two sources of identity will be used, the primary group s  
source and the individual sourc e .  The former will b e  as sumed to be 
more predominate in rural areas, and the latter in urban area s .  The 
source of identity is thereby defined as the so cial loc ation, whether 
it be primary group or the individual himself, to which he mo st 
clo sely identifie s  himself . 
Hypothesi s  
In order for an appeal to b e  effect� ve  , it must de directea 
at the individual ' s  sourc e of identity. 
SEC TI ON III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Primarily the proj ect divide s itself into one experimental 
group and two control g orup s .  The exp erimental group i s  composed of 
individuals who have matured to the age of 21 in a rural environment 
and then migrated to an urban environment and have continued in this 
new environment for at least five years . It is felt that in this time 
period any ch ange in the source of identification will have taken 
plac e .  A s  Diagram I illistrates, these individuals will b e  subj ected 
to the traditional family oriented appeal in their churches in their 
rural environments and then expo sed to a self-identific ation appeal in 
their urban churche s .  The two c ontrol groups consist of a group of 
urban dwellers expo sed to both the tradition�l and the experimental 
appeals and a group of people from a fural environment expo sed to both 
the exp erimental and traditional appeal s .  Each o f  the three groups 
would consist of 100 persons and each would be interviewed twi c e .  
The lists for these names would be r andomly selected. Of nec e s sity 
Group I would have to concern two churche s, one in the country and one 
in the city. The other two group s  would only be c onc erned with 
one church apieac e .  The change s  in appeal would c ame through a pastoral 
change in the church o 
The reffectivene s s  of the variant appeals would be mea sured by 
interviewer s .  The interview schedule will aim at discovering the amount 
of participation the individual take s in the church and wo wh�t 
extent he identifies with the church . The first is quite easily 
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quantified. The second would require a scaling technique . Attitidues 
toward the church would be scalffid having these thing s in mind: po sitive 
and negative feelings toward the church as a whole, pride in the church, 
and feelings toward the sermons and worship s�rvices .  After the interviews 
each individual c ase  woThld b e  assigned a geometric mean as to how 
effectively the churhh I s appeal was to this individual . When all the 
interviews are finished and evaluated, each subgro.up (a, b, c, d, e, and 
f) will have an arithmetic mean . These arithmetic means would then 
yeild the various corr elations .  
There would b e  a five year lag between the first interviews and 
the second interviews . This allows Group I, who have experienced a change 
in environment, to become accustomed to their changed surrounding . 
Groups II and III would also have time to become accustomed to the 
change in appeal . 
All interviews would be quanti:eied at one time and by the same 
company. This reduces  any error which may be introduced if the interviews 
were quantified at vrious times and by vBrious experimenters . 
In order for the hypothesis to be proven, there Heeds to be a 
high correlation between subgroups a-d, d- e, and a-c . Correspondingly, 




Groups  Primary Group Self-identification 
Oriented Oriented 
a. . q .  
I F Cr 
b.  e. ,  
II C, C d-
c .  .f.. 
III F, F� 
Code 
A . )  l\latured to age 21 in rD..ral environment 
b .  and e . )  Li�e-time uroan enviroriment 
c .  and f . ) Li�e-time rurai environment 
d . ) Matured to age 21 in rD..ral environment and wen moved to urban 
enviro:tlcllent for minimum of five years 
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1 . )  Lists randomly sffilected for groups I, ll, and III 
2 . )  Interview subgroup s a, b, and c 
3. )  Subgroup s  a moves to city and experiences appeal change 
4. ) Change appe al in churches of groups II and III 
5 . )  Sub group d. interviewed 
6 . )  Subgroups e .  and f .  interviewed 
7 . )  All interviews quantified 
8 . )  Correlations drawn 
9 . )  C onclusion or re-hypothesiz e 
SECTION IV 
C ONCLUSION 
If this hypothe sis pvoved correct, the implic ations could be 
far reaching . Certafunly, there would then be some facts b ehind the 
alarmist theorizing which has thus far c aptivated the minds of many . 
In the light of the rapid urbaniz ation of the United States, the church 
would c ertainly be interested in the re sults of this proj ect .  If 
proven correct, it would be called to radic ally change its mode of operation . 
But the usefulfuess is not limited merely to the church . Advertizing 
would be turned up side down . Perhap s the admen have already been 
using this technique to a limited extent, but without scientific backing . 
But onc e thi s principle moved from the unconscious to the conscious 
only a fool would predict the outcome . 
Also thi s hypothe sis has far reaching implic ations to political 
c ampaigns .  Americ a  is fast becoming a c ountry of big cities and 
the se citie s wiel� tremendous power . The type of an appeal that a c andidate 
offers could be radically changed. 
In short, whenever an app eal of any sort is made to a population, 
this principle could come into great importanc e .  
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